Business Model

A More Affluent Society through Aluminum
Aluminum is a metal with the excellent characteristics of being lightweight and having low
environmental impact, and the demand for it is increasing all over the world. The UACJ Group
provides high-value-added products covering a wide range of industrial needs by leveraging
those strengths in order to contribute to realizing a more affluent society.
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Sources of UACJ Value

UACJ Business

Aluminum sheet
production capacity of
over one million tons

Marketing

R&D system using some
300 researchers

Financial balance based
on proactive investment

Logistics

Flat rolled products business
Extrusion business

Accumulated production
technology and quality
control capabilities

Foil business
Casting and forging business
Copper tubing business
Precision machined components business

Manufacturing
environment based on
“Be safe”
Diverse human resources
indifferent to gender and
nationality

Quality Control

The origin of UACJ value creation is the production capacity of over one million tons per
year, a R&D system that bring out the maximum characteristics of aluminum materials,
and a strong financial foundation to continuously strengthen these assets. Additional
assets supporting UACJ include the accumulation of advanced production technology
and quality control capabilities, a manufacturing environment that places priority on
safety under the theme “Be safe,” and invisible assets such as diverse human resources
of multiple nationalities. With such a foundation, being one of the few “comprehensive
aluminum manufacturers” in the world, from objects in everyday life to products at the
cutting edge of industries, UACJ is continuously bringing new value to society, including
enhanced convenience, improved social infrastructure and reductions in environmental
load by contributing solutions that help to resolve a wide spectrum of industrial issues.
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Manufacturing

R&D

Outcome
Values from UACJ

Output

Enhanced convenience
in daily life

UACJ Products
Can stock

Automotive materials

LNG tank materials

Contributions to
social infrastructure
Aviation and
aerospace materials

Medical packaging foils

IT-related materials

Towards realizing a
low-carbon, recyclingoriented society
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